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R U S S I A N I N S T I T U T E

With the exception

of Transparency

International, nearly all

international agencies

that publish ratings on

different countries

meeting the standards

of democratic society

are of dubious origin,

often representing right

wing or extremely dog�

matic liberal forces, like

the Heritage

Foundation of the US.

The international

expert community,

especially in Europe, is

not impressed by their

presentations. The

same is true for the

yearly assessment con�

ducted by the US

Congress on the stan�

dards of democratic and

human rights in other

countries. Yet another

case is the verdicts of

the Council of Europe,

the OSCE, and the

International Court of

Justice.

If such organizations

prescribe ‘coercive

treatment’ in the form

of interventions I do

not know how it can be

in line with interna�

tional law. Such inter�

ventions can only be

legalized by the UN or

mandated by the UN to

other regional organi�

zations, like NATO, the

EU, the SCO, etc.

Furthermore, a military

intervention is only

possible in the form of

self�defense of another

country. Other forms of

intervention are possi�

ble and not really cov�

ered by international

law, and it is the OSCE

that deals with such

forms of intervention,

albeit not very effi�

ciently. Unfortunately,

there are no real and

clear borderlines set

out.

Liberal policies have

outlived their purpose.

They were, to a certain

degree, necessary in the

past to interrupt big

governments, big labor,

and the monopoly of big

parties. However, they

were never fully applied

in Europe apart from

the UK. If you look at

the situation of the lib�

erals in Germany or

Russia today, it is clear

that they are a marginal

force and will remain so

for the near future. They

cannot give answers to

our social needs and

problems of restructur�

ing the relation between

state and society.

Of course, the emer�

gence of some non�west�

ern system of assessment

of democratic develop�

ment is totally hypotheti�

cal. We will not learn

from an Asian model of

society very much

because it goes against

our sociopolitical and

cultural tradition. The

economic sphere, how�

ever, is different: here dif�

ferent laws are at work

that need to be respected

– especially competition

and the free access to

markets. ��
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“Russia is ill” – this

is a euphemism

that has been masking the

condition of the country

since the eighties. This is

the condition of the

decomposition of the late

post�Soviet society and

this process has been in

the self�replicating

decomposition stage since

the nineties. 

The supremacy of the

social decomposition

process over that of social

organization has lead to

the accumulation of the

results of labor in all of

society by a narrow group

of elite without con�

tributing something new

to the system. This is the

major basis and cause of

corruption, of the col�

lapse of the social sphere,

and of other social ill�

nesses. With the deple�

tion of resources that

were accumulated in the

Soviet times, the present

neo�liberal order is cer�

tainly approaching the

state of a cold civil war. In

another tragic farce form

and in other global con�

ditions, the post�Soviet

Russia, as it appears, is

repeating the logic of its

development in the

beginning of the 20th

century. It was also said at

the beginning of the 20th

century that Russia was

ill, and marked the emer�

gence of self�proclaimed

doctors of different cal�

iber, ranging from

Stolypin to Kerensky.

The methods of “treat�

ment” that they used

brought the country to

catastrophe, which was

overcome by transform�

ing it into the USSR.

Through the patently

defective form of Lenin,

crushing international

socialists under Stalin,

and creating a viable

society with the means of

industrialization and col�

lectivization, this society

was sustained for half a

century, which is quite a

long time given the stan�

dards of the 20th century. 

Today, it is as if Russia

has returned to the begin�

ning of the last century.

However, today the figure

of Stalin has become a

symbol of hope for the

future for many people,

and they view a harsh

course as a method for

resolving their problems.

Miserable attempts aimed

at “de�stalinization”

inevitably demonstrate

their counter�productivity,

because social problems

cannot be resolved by pro�

pagandistic and ideologi�

cal manipulations. Social

problems can be resolved

only by social reconstruc�

tion, and Stalin’s populari�
ty, which continues to grow,
clearly indicates what kind
of social reconstruction
and what sort of doctors
the society is expecting.

The only remaining hope

is that the real doctors will

be therapists rather than

surgeons, though the bitter

truth is that the more

advanced an illness is, the

more radical the treatment

methods tend to be. ��
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